Semester Test NR. 1, XI F
I. Use the words in capitals to form a word that completes the sentence. (1p)
1. We had to work hard, but the results were very…………………….. (GRATIFY)
2. She held the baby in her arms with a……………………… smile. (CONTEND)
3. There is still a lot of ………………… in the team despite my assurances. (SCEPTIC)
4. After being………………………accused, he sued the police. (WRONG)
5. If you need……………………information, please talk to the librarian. (ADD)
II. Use the following expressions in sentences and translate them: (3p)
on the off-chance:
on one’s own:
work one’s fingers to the bone:
be in seventh heaven:
work one’s way up to the top:
fragrant blossoms:
pristine coastline:
heavy traffic:
off the beaten track:
on the house:
III. Fill in the prepositions which usually follow these phrases: (2p)
to disapprove…….

to depend…..

to benefit……..

to convince smb…..sth

to compliment smb……

to plead…..smb
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to protest……...

to be allergic…..sth

to be guilty……

to have confidence……

IV. Translate the following phrasal verbs: (2p)
to carry off the trophy:
to take up:
to wear away the paint:
to carry on with:
to wear on:
to run through:
to give up:
to count on:
V. Fill in the gaps in the following sentences using the gerund or the infinitive of the verbs
in the parentheses: (1p)
1.

I

suggested……………(go)

to

the

cinema,

but

Helen

said

she

didn’t

fancy…………….(wait) in a queue.
2. Frank failed………..…….(complete) the course and so he will have to retake it.
3.Much

as

I

dread……………..(go)

to

the

dentist,

I

don’t

think

I

can

avoid………………..(visit) him this time.
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Semester Test NR. 2, XI F
I. Use the words in capitals to form a word that completes the sentence: (1p)
1………………..in our office will be punished with a fine. (CIVIL)
2.The…………………gave a speech which made them trust him again. (GOVERN)
3.He did not give his opinion, saying that he did not want to pass…………………(JUDGE)
4. He has been………………….for several months and he’s depressed. (EMPLOY)
5.The weather is very…………… .One minute it is sunny, the next it is snowing. (CHANGE)
II. Use the following expressions in sentences and translate them. (3p)
on a whim:
on a budget:
be a feather in one’s cap:
keep on top of things:
steal the show:
sparkling stream:
gnarled branches:
literal interpretation:
paint the town red:
on the edge of one’s seat:
III. Fill in the prepositions which usually follow these phrases: (2p)
to compensate smb …….

to be critical…..smb

to be ashamed…….

to puzzle…..sth

to consist…….

to blame smb…..
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to be keen…..

to take pride…..sth

to discourage smb…

to confide…..smb

IV. Translate the following phrasal verbs: (2p)
to carry out an order:
to wear out your shoes:
to wear down resistance:
to carry off the prize:
to take up:
to make up for:
to block out:
to run through:
V. Fill in the gaps in the following sentences using the gerund or the infinitive of the verbs
in the parentheses: (1p)
1.She

certainly

mentioned………………(see)

Mark,

but

I

don’t

remember

her……………..(talk) about Vicky.
2. We agreed……….….….(meet) by the river at noon, but they never showed up.
3.Much

as

I

dread……………..(go)

to

the

dentist,

I

don’t

think

I

can

avoid………………..(visit) him this time.
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